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It's harder than ever to get into the United States. It's even harder to stay. This book helps you do
both. Want to become a temporary or permanent resident of the United States? A citizen? You (and
your loved ones) can. And the more you know, the better your chances.Inside is the invaluable
information you must have to legally immigrate to the United States. Written by a top immigration
lawyer, you'll discover how to avoid the traps that delay entry and how to use shortcuts that speed
up the process, as well as: Â·The easiest way to obtain and extend your visa Â·Things that
helpâ€”and hurtâ€”your application Â·An extensive guide to Internet resources on immigration law
Â·When you need a lawyer (and when you don't) Â·A comprehensive nationwide listing of
immigration assistance agencies Â·Rules and rights for workers and employers Â·Interview
questions and answers used by INS examiners Â·How much English you need to know to become a
citizen Â·Sample forms and step-by-step directions for filling them out Â·And much more! This is the
ultimate immigration resource for you, your family, and your loved ones. You won't just learn the
rules of the immigration "game," you'll learn how to win with this invaluable, easy-to-follow reference
guide.
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The most striking thing about this book is the extensive use of examples throughout the book. One
of the main problems in understanding the law is trying to figure out how it applies to your particular

situation. The use of examples is one of the best ways for an author to explain the various aspects
of any law. In this book, the author did such a fantastic job that I have picked up the book at various
times in the last decade to figure out how I can solve my own particular immigration problem and I
was able to fix it very fast. He does such a great job that I got carried away by the confidence the
book inspires and decided to handle one of the more difficult immigration situations myself. It
worked out alright but in hindsight, I should have taken the assistance of a lawyer to make things
easier for myself.Another tremendous advantage in using this book is the latest updates available
through the author's website (you will have to find this yourself using Google since reviews are not
allowed to have web addresses in them - any addresses will be removed automatically).
Immigration law is constantly changing and it is risky to follow the advice of any book since it would
be outdated the day it was printed. The author is a well known authority on the subject and in the
past, I have seen that he has always been very prompt in posting updates to the book between
editions and also giving his interpretations of the latest changes to the U.S. Immigration law.One
thing I was told by several immigration lawyers in 1997 is that you don't need to find a local lawyer
for immigration related issues. I am not sure if this is still true but what it means is that you don't
have to despair if you live in an area that doesn't have a great immigration lawyer.
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